The power to create

Welcome to a world of fun and ideas, where we provide the fun and you the ideas! This catalogue is packed with new models and sets, all made to give you the power to create.

The power to create your own models. The power to create your own stories. The power to create your own action.

Let the fun begin!
Growing up, brick by brick

LEGO® Pre-school is all about fun and play value. The fact that young children learn many invaluable early skills in the process is of course something you can take for granted with LEGO products.

The versatile range makes it easy for you to find exactly the right toy for your children's different ages and needs:

- **LEGO BABY** for the youngest builders, 6-18 months;
- **LEGO DUPLO®** for the older builders, 2-5 years;
- New **LEGO QUATRO** for all young builders.

LEGO QUATRO is big news for small hands. These large, new, easy-to-handle building elements are eight times larger than the DUPLO brick providing hours of fun and success for adventurous toddlers.

Growing up is a long process. Products from LEGO Pre-school help make it a long, fun process: brick by brick.
LEGO® QUATRO: bigger, softer bricks for all young builders

ALL NEW June

Early construction for your youngest child to enjoy.
5355 QUATRO 20
From 12 months.

Let your child have fun building a tower taller than themselves.
5356 QUATRO 50
From 12 months.

Construction quickly turns HUGE when building with these big bricks.
5357 QUATRO 75
From 12 months.
Explore the jungle with these friendly animals. Play peek-a-boo with the parrot and her baby, feed the crocodile with things you would like to hide, twist the snake in different directions, and play with numbers. You can also stack all the animals together and create a funny tower.

5455 Stacking Jungle Set
From 6 months.
Stack and spin this friendly giraffe, and discover all the shapes and patterns he has.
5454 Stack & Learn Giraffe
From 6 months.

It's fun to stack this cute, chunky elephant and his friends. You can count his friends with the help of the numbers on their backs.
5453 Baby Elephant Stacker
From 6 months.

ALL NEW
August

Take this duck and her duckling for a walk. When you pull the string she will follow you with a quack, and the duckling will make a rattling sound. You can also bring along the other animals on the farm: the cat, the dog and the horse. Help your baby figure out how the animals are put together or mix them together to create your very own creatures.
5458 Pull-Along Duck & Duckling
From 6 months.
Bounces up and down when baby tries stacking the bricks on its back. Wheel it across the floor and get baby crawling!

5432 Bendy Caterpillar
From 6 months.

It's fun to put the cars together, toot the horn, and push the train round and round!

2974 Play Train
From 6 months.
Propeller spins, wheels turn. Imagination soars! Simply push the plane and crawl along.

5429 Play Plane
From 6 months.

A crane, a digger and a tip-up trailer provide hours of construction and fun for small, eager hands and minds.

3699 Happy Constructor
From 12 months.

Lots of bricks in different colours and shapes to sort and stack. Designed to stimulate your child's hand eye co-ordination.

5449 Stack 'n' Learn Sorter
From 9 months.
Every day is a new day in LEGO® Ville

The children of LEGO Ville love horse riding, and the stables have everything they need for riding and caring for their horses.

4690 The Stables From 2 years.

Carry around your petrol can, big wrench and anything else you like in this sporty pickup truck with removable storage container.

4684 Pickup Truck From 2 years.

This house contains a bedroom with beds for the whole family, and a kitchen with table & chairs.

4689 Playhouse From 2 years.

Can you help the little girl feed and water her horse on the way into LEGO Ville?

4683 Pony and Cart From 2 years
What would the LEGO Ville farmer do without his tractor and trailer? With its front end loader and storage wagon this cool machine can handle any job! 4687 Tractor-Trailer From 2 years.

Have a road to mend or a load of rocks to haul? Team construction will be there in a flash with their cool dumper truck and digger. Comes with a special booklet. 4688 Team Construction From 2 years.

Help the LEGO Ville farmer with his chores. Use the winch to lift heavy objects up to the hayloft, and don’t forget to herd the animals into the barn at night! 4686 Fun Farm From 2 years.
With its 2 police officers, police car and helicopter, this great police station helps keep the people of LEGO Ville safe and sound. No misbehaving or you'll end up in jail!

4691 Police Station
From 2 years.

Can you help the LEGO Ville fork-lift driver pick up and transport the pallets of goods?

4685 Fork Lift
From 2 years.
Help the traffic policeman ensure the people of LEGO Ville drive carefully on the roads.
4680 Traffic Patrol
From 2 years.

The LEGO Ville Fire Chief is in a hurry – he needs to get to the fire!
4692 Firemobile
From 2 years.

The LEGO Ville fire department is the greatest, and with your help the team will be able to solve any problem – quickly!
4681 Fire Truck
From 2 years
Discover what happens with the interactive passenger wagon. To be used with the Intelligent Train System (included with items 3325 or 3335). 3335 Intelligent Train Starter Set From 3 years.

Go round!
2735 Curved Rails From 2 years.

Change direction!
2736 Points From 2 years.

Go further!
2734 Straight Rails From 2 years.

Go over!
2738 Play Train Bridge From 2 years.
Bring the circus to town and discover how the train works and who's on board.
2931 Push Locomotive
From 2 years.

Experiment and discover as you direct a railroad adventure. An excellent introduction to the idea of cause and effect.
3325 Intelligent Train Deluxe Set
From 3 years.
A crocodile, giraffe and elephant - build them separately or combine them together to create wacky new animals. 3515 African Adventures From 2 years.

With a tip-up back and tow hook, this rough, tough yellow truck will move mountains! Build your own truck with the help of the unique screwdriver. 3588 Heavy Truck From 3 years.

Contains 80 DUPLO building bricks for endless fun and creativity. What will your child build today? 5354 Tube From 2 years.

Lots of bricks, all contained in their own storage bucket. 4085 Brick Bucket Large From 2 years.

A huge amount of bricks, all contained in a handy storage bucket. 4080 Brick Bucket Small From 2 years.

Large format plate allows children to build and expand on the world he or she has created. 2304 Large Building Plate From 2 years.

A variety of shapes and colours toddlers can use to create a world of their own. 2242 Brick Starters From 2 years.

The ideal foundation for any toddler's wildest dreams. Pack of three. 2198 Building Plates (x3) From 2 years.
Bob and Muck help Farmer Pickles to load hay bales and fix the barn.
3274 Bob and Muck Repair the Barn From 2 years.

Bob the Builder’s new boots squeak. This attracts some friendly mice, but Lofty is afraid of them. Help Bob find a solution!
3273 Bob, Lofty and the Mice From 2 years.

Dizzy and Pilchard enjoy watching the birds.
3283 Dizzy’s Birdwatch From 2 years.

Scoop and Travis are planning a race. Help Scoop clear the way to win.
3272 Scoop on the Road From 2 years.
Defeat the dragon knights' exciting hideaway. First, fight the fearsome dragon. If you get over the drawbridge, watch out for the trapdoor. Be careful! the dragon knights would love to take you prisoner!

4776 LEGO DUPLO Dragon Tower
From 3 years.

Our bravest knight and faithful squire, clad in special armour, are ready to ride out to battle. Raise your sword and shield!

4775 LEGO DUPLO Knight and Squire From 3 years.

The baddies are attacking the castle with their catapult. Knights, put on your armour, and let the battle begin! Man the towers, lower the portcullis and empty the cauldron of bricks on their heads! But whatever you do, keep them away from the treasure!

4777 LEGO DUPLO Knights' Castle From 3 years.
You'll win the race every time with this hot Ferrari F1 car and driver. Comes with a winner's podium and trophy – of course!

4693 Ferrari F1 Race Car
From 2 years.

Re-fuel in the pit lane, make repairs, win the race and transport the racing car home on its truck and trailer. This set has everything you need for a thrilling day of Formula 1 racing.

4694 Ferrari F1 Racing Team
From 2 years.

Ferrari, all associated logos and the distinctive designs are trademarks of Ferrari S.p.A. The body of the Ferrari car is protected as Ferrari property under trade dress and/or design regulations.
Play Figures

LITTLE ROBOTS™ Play Figures are not compatible with LEGO® DUPLO® bricks

Your very own Tiny. Tiny's tools are stored inside his flip-top head. Learn about teamwork through role-play with your favourite LITTLE ROBOTS character. 7446 Tiny From 4 years.

Out of the door and into the garden comes Stripy with his wheelbarrow. Help Stripy plant trees and grow flowers, but don't forget to use the special tank to water them! 7437 Gardening with Stripy From 3 years.

Incl. electronic sound feature & movement sensor

Your very own Sporty with special sound functions. Sporty snores when he is 'asleep' and shouts when he gets 'woken up'. Always on the go, with realistic tennis and bouncing sounds, he is fantastic fun! Includes tennis racket and realistic skateboard. 7449 Sporty From 4 years.

The LITTLE ROBOTS™ find themselves abandoned in a junkyard, but work together to build houses, gadgets and even the sky from the materials they find around them.
Stretchy is busy using his winch to sort out the junk that keeps on sliding down his chute. Sporty has come to help him, by pushing the trailer over the bridge to collect even more junk!

7439 Stretchy’s Junk Yard
From 3 years.

It’s time for bed, so help Tiny pull the lever to turn day to night. When it’s time to wake up, just pull the lever back and turn on the sunshine!

7435 Tiny’s Day and Night Lever
From 3 years.

Join Tiny and friends to build the LITTLE ROBOTS™ world around the Nut and Bolt Tree. Help Stretchy drive his trailer to pick up junk or just run around with Messy! When all the LITTLE ROBOTS have gone home, you can help Tiny up the tree and tuck him into bed.

7441 Tiny’s & Friends
From 3 years.
Make & Create

If you have a big idea – build it.
If you love something – build it.
If you see something cool or funny – build it.
If you don’t like what you have made – build something else.

The exciting LEGO® Make & Create products include lots of cool new models to build. Specially designed new bricks including teeth, spikes and special joints will give your models a more dangerous, wild look than ever before. Each set also contains an idea book packed with inspiring suggestions and instructions for creating different models. But that’s only the start.

Combine your great ideas with the creative potential of LEGO bricks to make thousands of different creations: models to play with, models with movement and personality, models you can show to your friends, and models no one else can make.

What will you make?

Every set comes with an inspiring Idea Book full of instructions and ideas for further exciting models. Choose between Quick Build, Experienced Build and Advanced Build models.
Dare you unleash the dinosaurs?

Open the new Prehistoric Creatures set to reveal the dangerous world of dinosaurs. Build the terrifying T-Rex, construct the vicious Styracosaurus – or build your very own dinosaur creation to challenge them both!

What kind of creatures inhabited the Earth long before Man? Build the vicious Styracosaurus, the flying pterosaurs, and the king of them all: Tyrannosaurus Rex! Includes teeth, spikes and special brand new joints – plus an Idea Book bursting with awesome dinosaurs to build!

4507 Prehistoric Creatures From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/create

* Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.
Anything on wheels from monster trucks to sports cars. You decide as you build it. 4100 Maximum Wheels From 6 years.

With this set you can build your dream vehicle. It’s got all the bricks, wheels and instructions you need to build a motorbike, dragster, or an off-road vehicle with superb suspension! 4404 Land Busters From 8 years.

Let your imagination run wild and see how many weird and wonderful creatures you can create. 4101 Wild Collection From 6 years.

Where do these little creatures live? On land, sea or in the air? You decide as you create them. 4401 Little Creations From 6 years.

Cool colours and elements allow you to create a sleek speedboat, a jazzy jet ski and loads of other brilliant boats! 4402 Sea Riders From 8 years.
Are you ready to dive in?

Explore the mysterious world beneath the sea by building the predators that lurk there. Make them come alive with special joints and glow-in-the-dark teeth! Prepare to hold your breath!

NEW August

Roaring boats, jet ski’s, submarines, even sea planes – you’ll have fun building them all with this versatile set. Includes an Idea Book containing all kinds of sleek aquatic crafts.

4505 Sea Machines
From 6 years.

NEW August

Explore the mysterious world beneath the sea by building the creatures that lurk there. Make octopuses, whales and sharks – and use the glow-in-the-dark teeth and special joints to invent dangerous deep-sea dwellers never before seen by the human eye! Includes an Idea Book full of cool creatures to inspire you.

4506 Deep-Sea Predators
From 6 years.

www.LEGO.com/create

* Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.
Build a helicopter, a jetfighter, a spaceship - watch your imagination take off!

4098 High Flyers
From 6 years.

Amazingly detailed models of awesome aircraft. Are you ready for take off?!
4403 Air Blazers
From 8 years.

Has your mini robot got brains, speed or strength? You decide as you build it.
4097 Mini Robots
From 6 years.

Design your own robots that are as cool and super advanced as you can make them.
4099 Robobots
From 6 years.
Can you control the robots?

Take command of an exciting world of robots. Build big, tough, small, fast, dangerous or even transforming robots! It's your world – what robot will you make?

Huge, loaded with cool details, and moving parts – the amazing Titan XP features brand new joints for easy and realistic positioning in awesome poses. No matter how you build him, Titan XP is sure to strike fear into the hearts of your enemies! Includes an Idea Book to inspire you to build loads of alternative models – like a robot that can transform itself into a cool flying creature!

4508 Titan XP
From 9 years.

www.LEGO.com/create

* Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.
Look what I’ve done, Mum!

Let your children express their ideas with LEGO® Creator. These versatile sets include lots of elements and lots of bricks – you’ll be amazed at what your children will create.

Build anything from a monkey to an elephant, thanks to the many different types of bricks in this set. You could even be the keeper in your own zoo! 4408 Animals From 4 years.

Wheels galore in this set so you can build all sorts of cool, fun vehicles. You’re in charge – what will you build first? 4407 Transportation From 4 years.

A set packed with many basic bricks that allow you to create something new every time! 4410 Build and Create From 4 years.

626 Green Building Plate (32 x 32 studs) From 3 years.
628 Building Plate (48 x 48 studs) From 3 years.
4103 Fun with Bricks
From 4 years.

4105 Imagine and Build
From 4 years.

Windows, doors, roof tiles — in fact everything you need to construct loads of buildings. A copy of your own house, your favourite shop — anything. Just start building!

4406 Buildings
From 4 years.

*Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.
Are you ready to bring your ideas to life?

Bring your funniest, craziest and coolest ideas to life with LEGO® Inventor. Now you can make a monkey crawl, a bird fly and program your dog to run. The only question is: Do you have enough ideas to challenge the zany LEGO Inventor sets?

The wind-up motor in this set is totally wild. Watch it work in lots of crazy contraptions, such as a dice roller or automatic money box!

4093 Wild Wind-up
From 7 years.

Everything you need to create loads of wacky inventions, from flapping birds to slithering snakes – all powered by natural forces!

4090 Motion Madness
From 7 years.

The programmable motor built into these creations is designed to bring your models alive in a whole new way! It can remember movements, repeat them, reverse them and even loop them!

4095 Record & Play
From 7 years.
Now you're motoring!
Bring your models to life with the electric motor in this set. Building instructions include a climbing monkey or spooky spider.
4094 Motor Movers
From 7 years.
Small, strong, packed with ideas

How many robots can you build? Pack the elements in the pod, put it in your pocket, and be creative anytime, anywhere. Robots, cars, planes, or crazy creatures – you decide. Collect, combine, and create more, bigger or cooler models.

Mobilise your LEGO X-Pods and make all sorts of mini vehicles. LEGO X-Pod Vehicles provides you with a pocketful of racing cars, trucks and much more! You can even include the pod in your model. Check out the ideas contained in the set or combine with other LEGO X-Pods for the coolest combination models!

4347 Vehicles
From 6 years.

Mini-planes or spaceships – you decide! Make your imagination soar with LEGO X-Pod Planes. Why not build the pod into your model to make the ultimate flying saucer? Check out the ideas contained in the set or combine with other LEGO X-Pods for the coolest combination models!

4348 Planes
From 6 years.

Let some fun animals make their home in your pocket! You can build amazing insects and birds anywhere with your LEGO X-Pod Creatures. You can even build the pod into your model – check out the ideas contained in the set or combine with other LEGO X-Pods for the coolest combination models!

4349 Creatures
From 6 years.

Build all sorts of different zany LEGO X-Pod Robots – anytime, anywhere. You can even use the pod itself in one of your robots! Check out the ideas contained in the set or combine with other LEGO X-Pods for the coolest combination models!

4346 Robots
From 6 years.

*Pictured models cannot be built simultaneously.*
Can you build “real” machines?

With LEGO® Technic you can create cool models with loads of powerful, realistic functions. Learn how to make steering systems, pneumatic pumps, propellers and pistons – just like in real machines!

Get truckin’ with this awesome machine packed with cool elements, real pneumatics and advanced technical features. Start by building the chassis, then adapt your truck to suit the job at hand. Need to tow vehicles to the repair shop? Do some heavy lifting with a crane? This function-packed truck can handle it all!

8436 Truck
From 10 years.

www.LEGO.com/create
The construction work starts the moment you begin to build this sturdy tip-up truck. 
8451 Dumper 
From 8 years.

No construction work is too great once you've put this impressive working digger together. 
8453 Front End Loader 
From 8 years.

This state-of-the-art Rescue Truck has all the technical gadgetry required for emergency operations, including a movable hose, engine and spring-damped doors! 
8454 Rescue Truck 
From 10 years.

What better way to prove your construction skills than on this powerful fork-lift truck. 
8441 Fork-lift Truck 
From 7 years.

This backhoe loader is equipped with 7 technical functions powered by real pneumatics. Cool and authentic, the model works like its real-life counterpart. 
8455 Backhoe Loader 
From 11 years.
Build authentic-looking special aircraft with this detailed set. Unique technical elements allow you to control the undercarriage and engine functions from the top of the model — and the cool colours will make your aircraft look awesome!

8434 Aircraft
From 9 years.

By air or by land, you'll be on the move with this versatile set. Use the cool elements to build a helicopter, a motorbike or a truck — whatever you need to get the job done! You can build the big hero model, or lots of smaller vehicles to build with your friends.

8433 Cool Movers
From 7 years.

Whoa! This 4WD vehicle means business. And when you've custom-built it to perform your mission, there'll be no stopping you! Comes with cool tyres, amazing suspension and loads of special elements, and great technical functions.

8435 4WD
From 9 years.

www.LEGO.com/create
Especially for girls

Hi Girls! Tired of all the boyz stuff?! Well, here’s something especially for you:

What a girl wants is what a girl needs ...
Design your own room décor, jewellery and school stuff with CLIKITS™, or set the scene with the new, cool LEGO® BELVILLE™ dolls.
Change your style with a click, or build and decorate dolls’ houses and stables to play out your dreams.
Whichever you want, you’ll find it here. Promise!

clikits

LEGO® Belville
The new Clikits collection

Check out the fab new sets in the CLIKITS™ range. There's everything from purses, pillows and pencil cases to bangles, & desk tidies! Take a look at our amazing website, which is packed with loads of cool CLIKITS ideas as well as some very stylish tips 'n' tricks. You could even throw the ultimate CLIKITS party!

Click it your way!
Cool jewels, sassy stationery, dazzling desk tidies and more!!

NEW August

7514 Sweet Dreamy Jewels
From 6 years.

7528 Designer Desk Set
From 6 years.

7524 Glamour Girl Purse
From 6 years.

NEW August

7517 Trinket Treasures
From 6 years

7510 Jelly Glam Bag
From 6 years

7520 Pretty Petal Pillow Set
From 6 years
NEW August

7525 Sunshine Picture Stand
From 6 years

7529 Sunny Stationery Set
From 6 years

NEW August

7532 My Special Storage Space
From 6 years.

7518 Flower Mobile
From 6 years.

7511 Jelly Sunshine Bag
From 6 years.

7515 Stripey Sunny Jewels
From 6 years.
NEW August
7516 Cool Starry Jewels
From 6 years.

NEW August
7530 Starry Decoration Set
From 6 years.

7526 My Starry Notes
From 6 years.

7519 Funky Frames
From 6 years.

7512 Jelly Star Bag
From 6 years.
Bangles, necklaces, door signs and perfect paper punchers

NEW August

7531 The Ultimate Jewellery Collection
From 6 years.

www.CLIKITS.com

7522 Let's Party Set
From 6 years.

7521 Pretty Punch Activity Set
From 6 years.
The best of both worlds

We know you like playing with the fairytale sets from LEGO® BELVILLE™, so take a look at these new real-life sets as well! Pretend that you’re an interior designer or practice the latest songs in your pop studio. LEGO BELVILLE gives you the best of both worlds.
5861
Fairy Island
From 5 years.

5862
Flower Fairy Party
From 5 years.

5859
Little Garden Fairy
From 5 years.

5856
Paprika and the Mischievous Monkey
From 5 years.

5858
The Golden Palace
From 5 years.
Stories & Action

Make friends with the biggest heroes and challenge the most dangerous villains in your favourite stories. Both new and well-known LEGO® themes allow you to create and live out your own stories and adventures.

If action is the name of your game, then the many LEGO Racers products offer plenty of speed, fun and excitement. The new sets give you total hands-on action from the word go.

So, whether you are into stories or action, look no further: LEGO Stories & Action gives you plenty of both!
Knights' Kingdom

Find the shield, save the kingdom

8771 Jayko
From 6 years.

8772 Rascus
From 6 years.

8773 Santis
From 6 years.
As the old adversaries go head-to-head one last time, Danju readies his catapult in a final attempt to unhorse Vladek!

8777 Vladek Encounter From 5 years.

Within the Citadel, our hero knights must overcome four dangerous challenges to reach the Heart of the Shield: the one thing that can defeat Vladek!

8780 Citadel of Orlan From 7 years.

Santis must defeat the Shadow Knight guarding the Key to the Citadel but can he cross the rickety bridge to retrieve it?

8778 Border Ambush From 6 years.

The Grand Tournament has arrived—Jayko and Vladek launch toward each other in a final joust to decide the fate of the Kingdom forever!

8779 The Grand Tournament From 7 years.
THE QUEST STARTS HERE!

The evil knight Vladek has taken control of the Kingdom of Morcia! Help the four hero knights on their quest to find the Heart of the Magical Shield of Ages and save the kingdom.

LEGO® Knights’ Kingdom – Join the exciting adventure and experience a mighty medieval clash of good versus evil. There are five new LEGO action figures. Will you be a noble knight of Morcia or the evil knight Vladek? Live out the adventure with the great new play sets, featuring dangerous challenges and hidden functions ready to test our four heroic knights to the limit in their quest against evil.

Can our four hero knights rescue the King before Vladek takes control of the Kingdom and completely transforms the castle?

8781 Castle of Morcia
From 7 years.

YOU GET TWO CASTLES IN ONE! ROTATE THE UNIQUE ELEMENTS TO SHOW WHO IS IN CONTROL.
Steal the map – Find the treasure

Many years ago, two young brothers fought over a treasure map, and each brother ended up with half of the map. Now the lads have grown up to become Pirate Captains and each commands his own crew. Join Captain Redbeard and Captain Kragg on their many adventures as they try to outwit each other, steal back the other half of the map, and set sail to find the legendary lost treasure of Don Cortez!
7072  Captain Kragg's Pirate Boat
       From 4 years.

7074  Skull Island
       From 4 years.

7070  Catapult Raft
       From 4 years.

7071  Treasure Island
       From 4 years.
For small hands and big ideas

The LEGO® 4+ building system is designed especially for young builders, aged 4-8 years old. The products look cool but are simplified models with a mixture of traditional LEGO System bricks and bigger elements. The models are easier to build and allow your child to discover the unique LEGO experience from as early as 4 years of age. Small hands – big ideas!

GO!

4668
Outrigger Construction Crane
From 4 years.

4669
Turbo-charged Police Boat
From 4 years.

4653
Dump Truck
From 4 years.

4652
Tow Truck
From 4 years.

4667
Loadin' Digger
From 4 years.
WE HAVE A CODE ALPHA!

The super villain Ogel has launched ice orbs to freeze and take over the world. Now it's up to the courageous Alpha Team™ to use their special agent skills and the new range of highly advanced vehicles to detect and deactivate the ice orbs, outsmart Ogel, and save the world!

4748 Ogel's Mountain Fortress
From 8 years.

4742 Chill Speeder
From 6 years.

The new cutting-edge Alpha Team™ vehicles can operate in icy and hostile environments, transforming from one model to another in just a few moves!
Become a Member for FREE!

4745
Blue Eagle versus Snow Crawler
From 7 years.

4743
Ice Blade
From 7 years.

Command Centre
From 8 years.

www.LEGO.com/alphateam
The Scorpion Palace is full of perilous mysteries. Can Johnny Thunder escape the poisonous sting and find the lost treasure?
7418 Scorpion Palace.
From 8 years.

In 7418 (Scorpion Palace) you'll find an exciting Board Game, where you and your friends will face numerous challenges on your own treasure hunt.

There's something in the cave! Can it be the legendary Yeti? Are you sure you want to find out?
7412 Yeti's Hideout
From 7 years.

Deep in the jungle, the magnificent Tygurah guards the hidden shrine. Can you hear his roar?
7411 Tygurah's Roar
From 6 years.

Try and cross the jungle in the Elephant Caravan. Just make sure you keep Lord Sinister at a distance!
7414 Elephant Caravan
From 7 years.
Ride the skies over Mount Everest in the Aero Nomad! 7415  Aero Nomad  From 7 years.

On the highest mountain in the world, an ancient temple challenges our fearless travellers!
7417  Temple of Mount Everest  From 7 years.

In the Dragon Fortress lies the ultimate challenge. Solve the riddle, open the secret chamber and the Golden Dragon will be yours!
7419  Dragon Fortress  From 8 years.

Johnny Thunder slides open the door to reveal Jun-Chi, the keeper of the Jewel! Can our hero get through the passage?
7413  Passage of Jun-Chi  From 6 years.

The Emperor’s ship rules the sea, with Lord Sinister on board. Will he let anyone get into China?
7416  Emperor’s Ship  From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/orient
Go online and read more about this fantastic adventure!
7031 Police Helicopter
From 7 years.

7033 Armoured Car Action
From 7 years.

7034 Surveillance Truck
From 6 years.

7035 Police HQ
From 6 years.

4111 Crossroads
From 4 years.

4110 Straight Road Plates
From 4 years.

4109 Curved Road Plates
From 4 years.

4108 T-Junctions
From 4 years.

7032 Highway Patrol and Undercover Van
From 7 years.
Now you can build and control the fastest-moving, liveliest city ever!

You're in charge! But the bad guys are out to loot the World City! Use your Police force to hunt them down, have your Fire Rescue units fight the havoc the villains leave behind, and send the Coast Watch out to help the innocent citizens, caught in the middle....
7047 Coast Watch HQ
From 8 years.

7042 Dune Patrol
From 6 years.
It's the ultimate high-performance RC racer! The sheer power of this machine is awesome, and let's you race in mud, gravel, grass - you name it! A groundbreaking new LEGO building system lets you customise your racer: Set it up with low suspension for high-speed action, or with high suspension for extreme off-road conditions. Comes with three channels and a cool gear changing option. Batteries and charger included.

8369 Dirt Crusher RC
From 9 years.
Build the RC racer of your dreams. Futuristic design, great speed and 3 channels. Put on the extra tyres for some serious wheel spins and power slides. Or rebuild the racer into a cool Hot Rod. Give it full speed – and it will race away on its back wheels.

8366 Supersonic RC
From 10 years

NEW August

LEGO RACERS

Create it … control it … win it! Create the car of your dreams and race to win.
Coming Christmas 2004

Get those wheels spinning with this awesome radio-controlled racer! With its big rugged tyres and cool design, this speed demon will lead the pack in any racing challenge. Off-road racer or monster truck – you can build the Red Beast RC any way you like!

8378 Red Beast RC
From 8 years.
Cool track design with the option of 4 different circuits and 4 possible car designs. Tactics are crucial: Do you need to recharge your electric motor in the recharge pits, or can you get in another lap without your competitor sending you over a jump ramp or on a penalty circuit? Keep your eye on the lap counter — who will win this time?! 8364 Multi Challenge Race Track From 7 years.
Join the best Formula 1 team in the world!

You are hereby invited into the legendary world of Ferrari Formula 1 racing. Be the Ferrari top engineer and build the cool Formula 1 racer or feel the adrenaline pumping during a 6.9 second pit stop.

Here's your chance to become a true champion and celebrate victory on the podium with your team-mates Michael Schumacher and Rubens Barrichello. So jump into the racing seat, rev up the V10 engine, and burn some rubber!
8386
Ferrari F1 Racer 1:10
From 9 years.

8362
Ferrari F1 Racer 1:24
From 7 years.

8375
Ferrari F1 Pit Set
From 7 years.
LEGO® Discovery™ sets contain detailed models of real spacecraft which let you recreate famous space missions and experience the thrill of being an astronaut. Imagine, for instance, taking part in the 2004 mission to study Martian rocks and soil in a search for clues to the history of water on Mars!

LEGO Discovery offers you lots of opportunities to explore the secrets of outer space and create some of your own. Many questions still remain unanswered, but you'll always find fun facts and adventure in LEGO Discovery — that's a certainty.

© 2004 Discovery Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. Discovery Channel logo is a trademark of Discovery Communications, Inc.

Space Shuttle Discovery delivers crew, equipment and supplies to far away outposts in outer space and sends satellites and telescopes in orbit.

7470 Space Shuttle Discovery From 9 years.

This powerful booster rocket will bring you and your Lunar Lander safely to the moon. From the surface, you can collect samples in your Lunar Rover.

7468 Saturn V Moon Mission From 8 years.
The international space station is a centre of important research. Space shuttles from different nations dock onto the station so that scientists can study the secrets of the universe. They also come to the station to help build and improve it.

7467 International Space Station
From 7 years.

Was Mars ever home to life? Launch your own satellite and Mars Rover to help scientists gather important new evidence of life in space.

7469 Mission to Mars
From 9 years.

This vehicle is part of NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover mission. It’s equipped with cameras, solar panels, antennas and a rock abrasion tool. When landing, the rover is folded up to protect its instruments but, when ordered by the command centre, the Rover will gradually unfold and start to move and gather information.

7471 Mars Exploration Rover
From 10 years.
READY FOR THE FACE-OFF?

The LEGO® NHL hockey games capture all the speed and power of real rink action by giving you the chance to slap-shot your way to glory. There is no faster or tougher game than professional ice hockey, and nothing is as competitive as the National Hockey League. So get ready to meet these guys at the face-off!

1-on-1, the ultimate in fast and furious hockey. Flip Shot vs Puck Passer. Who will win?! 3544 Game Set From 7 years.

This action-packed tabletop game for 2 lets you take your hockey skills to the street. Manoeuvre your player across the board and make the special stick perform tricky moves and shots to beat your opponent and win the neighbourhood cup – it's the ultimate 1-on-1! 3579 NHL Street Hockey From 7 years.

Scoop up the puck and hold it against the side of the stick. Shoots with deadly accuracy from any position on the ice. 3540 Puck Passer From 7 years.

Whack the puck and watch it glide towards the opponent’s goal! 3541 Slap Shot From 7 years.

Flip the puck high in the air and over your opponents stick! 3542 Flip Shot From 7 years.

You’ll want this guy on your team as the last line of defense. Only the best shots are going to get past him! 3543 Slammer Goalie From 7 years.
Join the high-powered action of the real NHL games with this constructable tabletop hockey game. Line up the 2 teams and use their special sticks to make the players perform aggressive tackles, perfect passes and crazy shots. Includes logo stickers for every NHL team.

3578 NHL Championship Challenge
From 7 years.
EXTREME ACTION!

Check it out: the world's first ever, downhill snowboarding action figure set! The gate drops and your snowboarders are off in a head-to-head boarder cross battle on their cool boards. You'll need to keep up with the slalom turns, jumps and back flips!

3538 Snowboard Boarder Cross Race
From 7 years.

Try out this totally cool snowboard set. There's awesome action thanks to the launcher which rockets your boarder up a real ramp. Take on your pals in an exciting Big Air contest!

3536 Snowboard Big Air Comp
From 6 years.
Vert skating is a BLAST! Ramp skate with the new trick stick to hone your airborne skills and out-spin the competition! Design different, quick-to-build vert parks and find endless lines to skate!

3537 Skateboard Vert Park Challenge
From 7 years.

Check out the street park with the other skaters and practice your jumps and slides on tough ramps and hair-raising rails. Push your limits on this cool skateboard!

3535 Skateboard Street Park
From 6 years.
It's the LEGO® NBA Championship Finals! Fourth Quarter. Time is running out. You need a three-pointer to win the Series. Can you make the desperation shot from downtown with only seconds left? Make it happen with the LEGO NBA All-Stars team, as they slam-dunk their way through another exciting Championship game. Are you ready to play? Get in the game!

Defend! Offense!
Shooting hoops. The action is fast and furious with this 2-on-2 game of streetball.
3431 Streetball 2 vs. 2
From 7 years.
PLAY?

All the thrills and spills of NBA basketball are brought together in this fantastic 5-a-side set. You can also put together your Dream Team from the additional NBA Collector sets for the ultimate experience.

3432 NBA Challenge
From 7 years.

Take on your friends 1-on-1 in lots of different shooting games. Two different LEGO basketball players with different skills add a new dimension to tabletop sports.

3428 1 vs. 1 Action
From 6 years.

Reinvent your favourite slam dunks with this fantastic set. You can even shoot from various angles. How many different slams can you dunk?

3427 NBA Slam Dunk
From 6 years.

www.LEGO.com/sports
LEGO SPORTS

GET YOUR TEAM TO THE FINALS!

WITH THE LEGO® FOOTBALL SERIES YOU CAN PRACTICE STRATEGY AND TACTICS, SHOTS AT GOAL AND GREAT TACKLES!

The goalkeeper can REALLY move!
Defenders slide past the Forwards
Try out your shooting powers and score the WINNER!!!

Great stadium - great action - great fun! Enjoy the thrills and spills of real football with amazing diving goalies and midfielders who can dribble past the opposition. It's as realistic as it gets!
3420 Championship Challenge II
From 7 years.

www.LEGO.com/football
Go online and kick yourself to the finals!

Improve your shooting accuracy and learn how to curve the ball. Play against a friend and see who gets to 20 points first.
3423 Precision Shooting
From 6 years.
Build the bustling Mos Eisley Cantina where people and creatures alike are always coming and going. There you will find Greedo the bounty hunter as he meets up with Han Solo to collect a debt owed to Jabba the Hutt! Luke Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi arrive in Luke’s landspeeder hoping to find a pilot to take them away in search of the princess and an adventure of a lifetime. But first they will have to outsmart the Sandtrooper on Dewback patrol. Good thing Luke’s lightsaber is hidden away in a secret compartment! Combine this set with #4477 and #4480 to construct your own Tatooine environment. Set contains Luke Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Greedo and a Sandtrooper.

4501 Mos Eisley Cantina™
From 7 years.

Here at Jabba’s Palace you can construct the throne room for one of the nastiest creatures in the galaxy! Jabba has captured Princess Leia and is holding her prisoner. Luke has come to save his friends from the evil grip of Jabba, but he must look out for the many twists and traps. The palace floor opens up and sends Luke tumbling to the jail cell in the dungeon below. There resides EV-9D9 and her droid dungeon. This Jedi may need more than the Force to get him out of this mess! Set contains Jabba the Hutt, Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, EV-9D9, B’omarr Monk and a Power Droid.

4480 Jabba’s Palace
From 7 years.
One of the most awesome vehicles in the Empire’s ground forces is the All Terrain Armoured Transport Walker. The AT-AT can manoeuvre through dense forests, freezing snow mounds, and hot desert sands, which makes it the most powerful and ultimate transport in the galaxy! Now you can build this immense four-legged monster that towers over the rest! The AT-AT “walks” with your help by using its superior knee joints and the head, equipped with laser canons and blasters, can swivel to 90 degrees to hunt down its target with perfect precision!

Set contains 2 Snowtroopers.

**4483 AT-AT**
From 14 years.

Han Solo’s battle- scarred cargo vessel has been modified to fit his needs to be a fast tough smuggling vessel. Han’s Millennium Falcon is an awesome 27 meters long. Now you can build a smaller version of the fastest ship in the galaxy which is still most impressive. Open the hull for access to the interior of the ship or to release the escape pod onboard. Open the cockpit to let the pilot out and lower the gangway for the rest of the crew. Take off the hull plate and place a pilot in the seat for control of the movable gun turret. Set contains Han Solo, Chewbacca, Princess Leia, C-3PO and a Snowtrooper. Combine this set with #4483 AT-AT and #4500 Snowspeeder to recreate the Battle of Hoth, or with #10023 to fly to Cloud City or with #10131 TIE Collection to re-create Lando’s mission to destroy the Death Star. The possibilities are endless!!

**4504 Millennium Falcon**
From 9 years.

Jump on board this fast snowspeeder and race over the icy surface of Hoth! Are you good enough to trip up the awesome AT-AT with your harpoon and tow cable? Combine this set with #4483 AT-AT and #4504 Millennium Falcon to re-create the Battle of Hoth. Set contains Luke Skywalker and Dack Ralet.

**4500 Rebel Snowspeeder**
From 7 years.
The TIE bomber is the Empire’s prime attack bomber. Usually found partnered with the TIE fighter, they fly together in formation to overtake their opponents. The TIE bomber has double pods in the front. Open one pod to reveal the TIE pilot, but beware, the other pod is a weapons’ chamber! Open the doors and release the mechanism to fire away! This is a dangerous craft of the dark side with plenty of punch! Contains one TIE bomber pilot.

4479 TIE bomber™
From 7 years.

Luke leaves Hoth in his X-wing Fighter in search of the planet Dagobah and the great Jedi Master Yoda. Build and fly this revised and even more accurate X-wing fighter, but look out for the swamp! It may take a visit to Yoda’s hut to learn the powers of the Force for you to help Luke and R2-D2 to raise the X-wing. Set contains Luke Skywalker, R2-D2 and Yoda.

4502 X-wing Fighter™
From 8 years.

The Clone Wars have begun! The Separatists want the Jedi stopped and with the help of the Geonosians it just might work. The Geonosian fighters fly in swarms, and manoeuvre quickly and swiftly around the battle arena to help overpower the Jedi. Manned by winged Geonosian pilots and assisted by battle droids, there may be no stopping them! Set contains 2 battle droids, 1 Geonosian pilot and 1 Geonosian soldier.

4478 Geonosian™ Fighter
From 7 years.

The All Terrain Tactical Enforcer has come to do battle! Open the armour plates on the back to reveal the hidden clone troopers. A precursor to the AT-AT, this massive six-legged vehicle can transport clone troopers and speeders right inside. Open the front hatch to deploy this ready and waiting army. Set contains 4 clone troopers and 1 speeder.

4482 AT-TE™
From 8 years.
The Star Destroyer is the most powerful starship of the Imperial Fleet and its firepower is only exceeded by the Death Star itself! A great addition to your MINI model collection!
4492 MINI Star Destroyer™
From 7 years.

The wings on this transport ship can really go up and down as you maneuver it in for a landing! A great addition to your MINI model collection!
4494 MINI Imperial Shuttle™
From 7 years.

The Sith Infiltrator is Darth Maul's feared spacecraft that transports him swiftly anywhere in the galaxy. A great addition to your MINI model collection!
4493 MINI Sith Infiltrator™
From 7 years.

The All Terrain Tactical Enforcer has come to do battle!
4495 MINI AT-TE™
From 7 years.
Hold the power of the Force in the palm of your hand! With LEGO Star Wars MINI models you can build amazingly detailed smaller versions of the original Star Wars vehicles. This Republic Gunship has great colours and details, just like the original LEGO model. The wings move up and down for greater flying mobility and with detailed top-mounted laser cannons you can fly in and save the day anywhere you want. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing Fighter. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4490 MINI Republic Gunship
From 7 years.

Hold the power of the Force in the palm of your hand! With LEGO Star Wars MINI models you can build amazingly detailed smaller versions of the original Star Wars vehicles. With this MINI MTT, you can take the power of the dark side wherever you want to go. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing fighter. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4491 MINI MTT
From 7 years.

Hold the power of the Force in the palm of your hand! With LEGO Star Wars MINI models you can build amazingly detailed smaller versions of the original Star Wars vehicles. This AT-AT, with moveable head and detailed blasters and cannons is on the move! Add it to set no. 4485 for additional fun and battle power recreating the battle of Hoth. Collect all 4 sets 4488, 4489, 4490, and 4491 to obtain the extra pieces needed to build an additional Y-wing fighter. A great addition to your MINI model collection.

4489 MINI AT-AT
From 7 years.
New action-filled adventures for Spider-Man™

Live out the action of Spider-Man™ with the new LEGO® Spider-Man products based on the newly released Spider-Man 2 movie. Filled with cool functions and vehicles, the new products invite you to swing into action and save the city from the evil and multi-tentacled Doc Ock™. But remember: "With great power comes great responsibility."

4855 Spider-Man’s Train Rescue From 7 years.
4856
Doc Ock's Hideout
From 8 years.
1, 2, 3 you’re in the action

Cool vehicles and a café you can demolish and rebuild in a flash!

4860
Café Attack
From 4 years.
After Harry's dramatic departure from Privet Drive, the frightening sight of the Grim scares him off his feet and onto his back! Luckily, the triple-decker purple Knight Bus™ arrives to pick Harry up, but the conductor drives so quickly that the beds slide back and forth!

4755 Knight Bus™
From 7 years.

4757 Hogwarts™ Castle
From 8 years.

Professor Dumbledore welcomes you to Hogwarts™ School of Witchcraft and Wizardry! Open the gate and see how the door slides up while the pendulum swings in time with the big clock! Watch out when you climb the moving stairs on your way to see Harry, Ron and Hermione in the Gryffindor Tower - you never know if the staircase will shift and you will end up in Professor Trelawney's classroom or the Owlery instead!

Two Dementors™ are guarding the entrance to the Hogwarts grounds!
Hermione is a frequent visitor in Hagrid’s cozy hut. Go with her past the pumpkin patch, open the hut, and see how Hagrid™ lives! Pull out the fireplace and see what is in the secret hiding-place behind it. Could the spider living in the closet be a grandchild of the giant Aragog?

4754 Hagrid’s Hut
From 7 years.

In the Defence Against the Dark Arts classroom, students experience strange creatures and other unusual things. Is Neville’s Riddikulus charm strong enough to transform the menacing Boggart™ Snape™ into his grandmother’s clothes? Turn the wardrobe and find out! Go upstairs to visit Professor Lupin in his office.

4752 Professor Lupin’s Classroom
From 7 years.

The information hidden on the Marauder’s Map is extremely useful to adventurous Hogwarts™ students like Harry! The heat from your fingers will make the details on the map appear, and when you use Harry’s wand to unlock the hump-backed, one-eyed witch, she will slide backwards to reveal the secret passage to Hogsmeade™.

4751 Harry and the Marauder’s Map
From 6 years.

Dare you join Harry on a visit to the Shrieking Shack, the most haunted building in all of England? Secret doors and traps are everywhere! Animagi even transform from wizards to animals with the use of the LEGO® figure transformer! To return to Hogwarts™ in a hurry, go through the trapdoor in the floor of Honeydukes candy shop and you are on your way!

4756 Shrieking Shack
From 8 years.
Can you unlock the hidden entrance to Dumbledore’s magnificent office where he, Professor McGonagall and Harry are waiting for you? You will love all the magic functions hidden away in the office!

4729 Dumbledore’s Office
From 8 years.

Harry and Ron are looking forward to their third year at Hogwarts but their first meeting with a Dementor™ frightens them both! Luckily Professor Lupin is also on the Hogwarts Express! Lift off the roof of the passenger wagon to play inside or check out what is hidden in the secret compartment under the boiler of the train play set.

4758 Hogwarts™ Express
From 8 years.

Watch out! Ron is flying to Harry’s rescue in his father’s flying car! Don’t forget to get all of Harry’s school supplies from under the stairs. Turn the chimney and letters will drop into Harry’s room.

4728 Escape from Privet Drive
From 7 years.

Taking a wrong turn Harry stumbles upon a dark wizard’s shop in the dreaded Knockturn Alley. Can Harry stay hidden among the mysterious and unusual wizard’s supplies before he is discovered by Mr. Malfoy?

4720 Knockturn Alley
From 7 years.

Another school year is about to begin and Draco knows he can find the best supplies for Quidditch here at Quality Quidditch Supplies. He will need the best equipment to help him earn a spot on the Slytherin Quidditch Team.

4719 Quality Quidditch™ Supplies
From 7 years.
Harry and the Hippogriff Buckbeak™ have only one chance to rescue Sirius from the Dementor™! Open the tower and use Harry's wand to unlock a secret hiding-place to find keys to release Sirius.

4753 Sirius Black’s Escape
From 7 years.

Harry and his friends have to practice a lot to become even better Quidditch™ players. Try catapulting the Quaffle through the ring and see whether you could qualify for a place on the Gryffindor™ team alongside Fred and George Weasley!

4726 Quidditch™ Practice
From 6 years.

Care of Magical Creatures is serious business! Will Draco be able to ride Buckbeak™? If not, the first aid equipment is close at hand in the secret compartment.

4750 Draco’s Encounter with Buckbeak™
From 6 years.
of Metru Nui, six legends are about to be born...

As their home city faces its darkest hours, six Matoran have been gifted with the powers of Toa Metru. But they soon discover that all is not as it seems, as they are branded criminals and hunted by the cold, ruthless Vahki enforcers and powerful Dark Hunters. These new heroes must find their way through a maze of secrets, betrayals, and incredible danger to learn the truth that lies behind the mask.
The powerful Turaga of Metru Nui and his winged pet, Nivawk, hide the secrets of the City of Legends. 8621 Turaga Dume and Nivawk
From 7 years.

Incredibly strong and not very bright, the Dark Hunter named Krekka relies on energy bindings to tie up his foes. 8623 Krekka
From 7 years.

Four-legged, mysterious, cunning Dark Hunter, able to launch powerful energy webs at his enemies. 8622 Nidhiki
From 7 years.

8617 Vahki Zadakh
From 7 years.

8618 Vahki Rorzakh
From 7 years.

8619 Vahki Keerakh
From 7 years.
BIONICLE

**TOA VAKAMA**
Toa Metru of fire, vakama is courageous, instinctive and sees visions of the future.
8601 Toa vakama
From 7 years.

**TOA NOKAMA**
Toa Metru of water, Nokama is agile, confident, and always first to start getting the job done.
8602 Toa Nokama
From 7 years.

**TOA WHENUA**
Toa Metru of earth, Whenua is strong, honest, fair, and has a deep respect for the history of Metru Nui.
8603 Toa Whenua
From 7 years.

**TOA ONEWA**
Toa Metru of stone, Onewa is fast, self-reliant and always alert.
8604 Toa Onewa
From 7 years.

---

Defend Metru Nui from danger with the Kanoka Disk Launcher! Load the protodermis disks into the launcher and watch them fly. Launcher fits any Toa Metru figure and comes with 2 collectable disks. Look for rare Kanoka disks with extra power to save the city!

8613 Kanoka Disk Launcher
From 7 years.
Toa Matau
Toa Metru of air, Matau is bold, mischievous, and fond of wisecracks.
8605 Toa Matau
From 7 years.

Toa Nuju
Toa Metru of ice, Nuju is smart, efficient and always thinking two steps ahead of the others.
8606 Toa Nuju
From 7 years.

8611 Orkahm
From 7 years.

8612 Ehrye
From 7 years.

When the peaceful existence of Metru Nui is threatened by ruthless Vahki enforcers and a mysterious traitor, six new Toa are suddenly called upon to protect their island city. Together - in a race against time - they must master and unify their powers...
Will they become heroes worthy of their own legends?

BIONICLE® 2: LEGENDS OF METRU NUI.
Coming to DVD and video Autumn 2004
Next

Ever dreamed of directing your own Hollywood blockbuster? Or leading a high-tech robot team on a top secret mission? Or maybe programming an intruder alarm to keep your little brother out of your room?

With LEGO® Next products, you can do all of these things... and a whole lot more!

LEGO Next puts the future at your fingertips with full motion digital video filmmaking, ‘smart’ robots that respond to your every command, challenging missions you can download through your computer and much more...

Because with LEGO Next, no mission is impossible!
CREATE ROBOTS YOU CAN BRING TO LIFE AND CONTROL

1. BUILD
To see your ideas come to life, combine the RCX microcomputer with over 700 LEGO elements, motors, touch sensors, and a light sensor. The RCX is a programmable microcomputer that acts as the brain of your robotic invention.

2. PROGRAM
Use your PC, the Robotic Invention System software, and the RCX to create programs that control your robot’s behaviour. The easy-to-use programming language contains “Big Block” commands such as “Forward” and “Turn Left” to get you up and running quickly. Additional features such as control editors, branches, and variables, allow for more advanced programming.

3. RUN
Activate your robot and watch it take on a life of its own!

Create robots that do what you want them to do. This new version of the Robotics Invention System introduces the next generation of robotics programming. The CD-ROM includes more than 25 exciting projects that let you build and program robotic inventions to perform tasks as varied as following a straight line, creating a burglar alarm, or drawing a picture. At the heart of your inventions is the RCX, a programmable microcomputer that reacts to its environment via touch sensors, light sensors and motors. Includes RCX microcomputer, CD-ROM with RCX Code and project ideas, USB Infra-red Transmitter, Constructopedia building guide, touch and light sensors, motors, gears and more than 700 LEGO elements. PC requirements: Windows 98/ME, Intel Pentium 233 MHz or higher processor, USB port, 32 MB of RAM.

3804 Robotics Invention System 2.0
From 12 years.
LEGOLAND® Windsor

For a different and exciting day out, head for LEGOLAND® Windsor, where there are over 50 interactive and fun attractions, rides and shows to entertain families all day long. You can drive a car, pan for gold, brave the Pirate Falls, explore Miniland, and then take a ride on our BRAND NEW Jungle Coaster in the Park’s latest activity area, Adventure Land. The Jungle Coaster is the fastest, coolest ride in the park with 400 metres of track, a gravity-defying plunge of 42ft and a top speed of 60kmh! For thrill-seekers, this coaster is all about tight turns and sudden drops so be prepared!

NEW ride for 2004
Convenient shopping, a large selection, exclusive items and customer satisfaction - come to LEGOshop.com for an all round easy and fun experience!

LEGO® Club
Join the online Club today and design your very own website. Plus, send us pictures of you, your friends and your model and we will try to publish as many as we can!
Games, Fun, Action and Entertainment!
Go online and check out what’s happening! LEGO.com is packed with games, building instructions and ideas, screen savers, downloads, stories, role-play games, tips and tricks and much more!

Find specific LEGO® bricks and loads of different colours!

Check out our NEW products!

Play games and challenge your friends online!

LEGO® Shop At Home
Order your LEGO Shop At Home catalogue today. Go online to www.LEGOshop.com or call freephone 00-800-5346-111!
Create it... control it... win it

Race the cars of your imagination. Take on the best and race through environments and tracks that defy belief. Experiment with your car design, then put it through its paces in the test area. Whether you want to race off-road or on tarmac you’ll be able to create the car of your dreams...

Coming Christmas 2004.

Start with basic chassis...
pump up the wheels...
drop in the engine...
add in some full force lighting!
Fasten your seatbelts and hold on tight! We've got games and game worlds for you that are so exiting they'll make your PC or console boil over! Whether you're into action, strategy, adventure or design challenges, there's plenty that'll be right up your street. LEGO® games are a feast for your imagination and packed with entertainment value for gamers everywhere!

BIONICLE
THE GAME

Be the Toa...
Live out the Legend...

Play as the Toa and challenge the might of Makuta and his Rahkshi. Explore the island, solve the puzzles and stop the menaces of Mata Nui. Available now.

LEGO STAR WARS

Live out the entire story of Anakin Skywalker's fall to the dark side.

Coming Summer 2005

PlayStation 2
PC
XBOX
GAME BOY ADVANCE
NINTENDO GAMECUBE

© 2004 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM/MC. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.
The race to Build It
Board game
LEGO® Creator
From 7 years.

Super Speedway Game
LEGO Racers
From 5 years.

The Quest for Makuta
BIONICLE® adventure game
From 8 years.

CLIKITS™ watch
- Daisy.
From 5 years.

CLIKITS™ watch
- Heart.
From 5 years.

CLIKITS™ watch
- Star.
From 5 years.

LEGO Orient Expedition watch
From 5 years.

LEGO Knights Kingdom watch
From 5 years.

LEGO Sports clock
From 5 years.

BIONICLE® Rahkshi watch
From 5 years.

Challenge your friends or family with one of these exciting LEGO® board games. Affordable and fun-to-play LEGO board games are a must have!

LEGO® watches and clocks make it fun to learn to tell the time. Build and rebuild the watches and clocks again and again – there are no limits to your imagination. There’s always time to play! Watch out for the cool, new designs.

www.LEGO.com/boardgames

www.LEGO.com/watches

LEGO board games are licensed by Warren Industries.

Licensed by CLIC TIME Ltd.
LEGO WEAR children's wear
9 months - 4 years

LEGO® WEAR is children's wear designed for happy and active children. You'll find comfort and quality from head to toe, and the LEGO brand is your guarantee that every effort has been made to meet your expectations. LEGO WEAR: for boys and girls from 9 months to 10 years. Please visit www.LEGO.com/wear to see more of the collection and get information on shop addresses. Produced by KABOOKI A/S under license from the LEGO Group.

LEGO WEAR children's wear
3 - 10 years

LEGO Bags.
3 - 10 years

LEGO Cargo System is an exciting range of bags and accessory products for school and leisure time. Designed to meet all your expectations for comfort, functions, durability and safety.

www.LEGO.com/wear

www.LEGO.com/bags

Licensed by KABOOKI A/S.
Introducing
FIRST LEGO® League 2004!

FIRST LEGO League is a nationwide robotics event for teams of students aged 10-16 years. Get together with a group of friends in school or as an out-of-school club, and design, build and program LEGO MINDSTORMS™ robots to compete in the annual FLL Challenge - enter the arena to play against other teams!

Registration for the UK 2004 tournament started in early May and runs until September*, so check out www.firstlegoleague.org for more information on taking part. With local tournaments throughout the autumn and a national high-energy final before Christmas, even if you’re not in a team everyone is welcome to come along and lend their support.

* No single-person entries; teams of between 4-10 players only. Entry fee payable. See website for more details.

If you want to contact us you can visit www.LEGO.com/service or call LEGO Direct on 08457 080070

The information in this publication, including but not limited to prices, textual content and pictures, is provisional, provided for reference purposes only and may be subject to change without prior notice (e.g. due to printing errors and/or changes in packaging).

©2004 The LEGO Group. All rights reserved.
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